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**Director:** Professor Aivars Lejnieks, MD, chief of the board, Latvian Society of Internists

**Co-directors:**
- Professor Verena Briner, MD, Swiss Society of Internal Medicine
- Professor Margus Lember, MD, Estonian Society of Internal Medicine

**Administrative and Secretarial Support:** Dr. Ieva Ruza, MD, Latvian Society of Internists
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• **Venue** – Wellton Elefant Hotel Riga, Latvia:
  – 4 stars
  – close to airport, close to center
  – conference rooms
  – living and meals

• **Usual format**, scientific and social part
  – lectures, WS, case presentations, CPC (more equally spread all over the School)
  – huge speaker interest, finalizing the program
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- **Non-profit society** “European School of Internal Medicine in Riga” founded (separate account and management)
- Price – **995 Euro** per participant
- Societies intend to send 29-31 participants (data by 27.09.2014.) w/o FDIME supported residents
- **Deadline for FDIME bursaries** – **10.10.2014.**
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